Purpose: To determine cortical influence on the efferent medial olivocochlear bundle system.
A ctivating efferent neurons in the medial olivocochlear bundle (MOCB) inhibit outer hair cell motion, reducing cochlear amplification and subsequent sensitivity of inner hair cells and afferent eighth nerve fibers (Wiederhold and Kiang, 1970; Warr and Guinan, 1979; Mountain, 1980; Siegel and Kim, 1982) . Thus, the MOCB acts as a peripheral filter or gate of auditory information. Functional consequences of the MOCB reflex may be improved detection and discrimination of signals in noise Micheyl et al, 1995; Micheyl and Collet, 1996) and/or enhanced selective auditory attention (Scharf et al, 1987) . Both of these functions are also hypothesized functions of the auditory cortex (e.g., Kaas et al, 1967; Cranford, 1975) . MOCB neurons originate in the superior olivary complex (SOC) in the lower brain stem, and there is evidence that the SOC receives efferent input from the auditory cortex directly as well as via the inferior colliculus (Spangler and Warr, 1991) . However, it remains unclear whether the auditory cortex uses these descending projections to directly mediate the amount of MOCB inhibition in the cochlea.
The effects of MOCB activation in the human cochlea can be measured indirectly using contralateral suppression (CS) of otoacoustic emissions (OAEs). To assess cortical involvement, CS of OAEs can be compared during different attention conditions and tasks. Previous reports of changes in CS of OAEs with attention provide evidence for a cortical influence on MOCB inhibition in the cochlea. However, the direction and type of effects reported are inconsistent, with some data demonstrating decreases (de Boer and Thornton, 2007) and some demonstrating increases in CS (Ferber-Viart et al, 1995; Maison et al, 1999) with attention. One study also has reported that certain attention conditions are associated with reduced rejection rates and root mean square noise amplitudes, suggesting that when attending to certain stimuli, participants are more likely to suppress actions that increase noise (de Boer and Thornton, 2007) . If so, the effects of attention on CS of click-evoked otoacoustic emissions (CEOAEs) actually may be due to alterations in recording noise as opposed to direct effects on MOCB function.
Discrepancies in the influence of attention on CS of OAEs and related measures possibly are due to methodological differences (e.g., direction of attention, type of OAE measured, level of CS, whether attention was to visual or auditory stimuli, type of attention task). These ambiguities about the effects of attention on MOCB activity make it difficult to conceive a model of function for this peripheral efferent pathway or to determine whether this process is cortically mediated. Thus, the goal of the current study was to measure the effects of auditory attention condition in the same participants on (1) overall CS of CEOAEs, (2) amount of CS in subsequent latency intervals within the CEOAE time window, and (3) recording noise levels. The second objective requires a more fine-grained analysis of CS of CEOAE waveforms and allows for examination of frequency-dependent effects. Maison et al (1999) demonstrated a frequency-dependent effect of attention on CS of tone-evoked OAEs when listeners attended to tone pips embedded in contralateral broadband noise (BBN). The current study will use BBN only, so this type of frequency-dependent interaction is not expected. However, the presence of contralateral BBN has been shown to have its greatest suppressive effect on the low-frequency (longer-latency) portions of the CEOAE waveform Hood et al, 1996; Maison et al, 1997; Muchnik et al, 2004) , and changes in CS with attention may be most evident where CS is initially the strongest.
If auditory attention is determined to influence CS or related measures, results will provide information about the role of attentional mechanisms in the peripheral auditory systems of normal-hearing individuals that is measurable with common audiologic protocols and instrumentation. Further, if release from inhibition in the cochlea is cortically mediated and current findings can be replicated in the future in pathological populations, a process for measuring the effects of attention (or lack thereof) on CS may offer valuable insight into the extent of processing deficits for various central auditory nervous system disorders.
METHOD Participants
Fifteen individuals (3 males, 12 females) between the ages of 20 and 31 years (mean 5 24.6) had puretone thresholds better than 15 dB HL at octave frequencies between 250 and 8000 Hz and at 6000 Hz, bilaterally. All subjects had unremarkable otologic and neurologic histories and otoscopic and acoustic immittance results (tympanometry and ipsilateral/contralateral acoustic reflexes). Normal middle ear function was defined as a tympanogram with a single peak, at which the tympanic membrane displayed maximum displacement with external pressures between 230 and 30 daPa and compliance values between 0.3 and 1.0 ml. Four potential subjects (three males, one female) were excluded from participation due to hearing thresholds greater than or equal to 15 dB HL at 4000 and/or 6000 Hz.
Experimental Design
All measurements were obtained in a sound-treated booth with permissible ambient noise levels (re: American National Standards Institute, 1996). Participants were asked to sit quietly with minimal movement during testing. Each participant's MOCB efferent activity was indirectly measured by quantifying the suppression of CEOAEs resulting from the introduction of a contralateral BBN suppressor. CEOAE measures were made for the listeners' right ears, with simultaneous acoustic stimulation of the left ear with BBN during CS measurements. Right ears were chosen because previous studies in adults have found greater suppression in right versus left ears (e.g., Khalfa and Collet, 1996; Khalfa et al, 1998; Kumar and Vanaja, 2004) . For comparison purposes, measuring the largest possible amount of CS initially should enable one to best visualize even small changes in CS with attention. The effects of BBN on the amplitude of CEOAEs were evaluated for each participant twice under three different attention conditions: (1) no attention, (2) attention to the OAE click-evoking stimulus, and (3) attention to the BBN suppressor.
CEOAEs in the absence of BBN and CS of CEOAEs in the nonattending condition were measured first by alternating measurements of CEOAEs in quiet with that of CS of CEOAEs (e.g., CEOAEs in quiet, CS of CEOAEs, CEOAEs in quiet, CS of CEOAEs). At that time, participants did not receive any specific instructions other than to remain still and relaxed. In order to avoid involuntarily drawing their attention to the stimuli or noise, they were not informed of the nature of the stimuli or of the attention tasks they would perform later in the experiment. As in Maison et al (1999) , the nonattend condition was always presented first to ensure that a true ''baseline'' CS condition (CS with no attention effects) was obtained for comparison to all other conditions. The order of measurement of CS in the two attend conditions, each with a replication, was counterbalanced. When attending to the ipsilateral click stimuli, listeners were instructed to count and later report the number of ''rising buzzes'' (or pulses) they heard when listening to clicks presented in a nonlinear paradigm. Before testing, the participants listened briefly to some clicks in the nonlinear paradigm to be sure they understood what they were being asked to count. Their count was compared to the correct count, which could be determined based on the number of accepted and rejected averages during the run. Participants' reports were accurate, indicating that they were attending to the click stimuli during the run. When attending to the contralateral suppressor, participants were asked to listen for a low-intensity, short-duration speech message that they were told might or might not have been embedded randomly in the BBN. They were asked after each run in the attention to noise conditions if they perceived any speech in the noise, and the experimenter recorded their answers. Many subjects reported hearing speechlike sounds in the noise but could not make sense of a message or asked if the message was in a different language than English. These reports indicate that the listeners were attending to the noise in the contralateral ear when they were asked to do so. After the study was completed, all participants were informed that there was no message in the noise. No subject reported any difficulty performing either attention-related task.
To minimize adaptation to the BBN, a break from testing of at least one minute was imposed after each OAE measurement involving CS. The experimental session lasted approximately 45 minutes. The University of Tennessee Institutional Review Board approved the protocols.
Stimuli and Instrumentation

Recording of Otoacoustic Emissions
CEOAE recordings were obtained using the Otodynamics Ltd. ILO88/92-v5 Otoacoustic Emission System (Kemp et al, 1990) . All OAE stimuli presentation and data collection were accomplished with this system using a standard acoustic probe containing a receiver and a microphone, which was inserted into the subject's right ear canal with Otodynamics Ltd. foam probe tips. CEOAEs were obtained for the right ear, using click stimuli (80 msec rectangular electrical pulses) presented nonlinearly via an Etymotic ER-2 miniature earphone at a rate of 50/sec. In nonlinear mode, responses were gathered for sets of four click stimuli. Three were presented in one phase at a given level, and the fourth was presented in the opposite phase at a level that was three times that of the three previous stimuli. The sum of the stimuli in each group was 0, reducing linear components measured in the ear canal such as stimulus artifact, while nonlinear responses from the transducer or ear were preserved (for review, see Robinette and Glattke, 2002) .
The level of the click stimulus was determined based on the minimum click level that would elicit a reliable CEOAE response for the right ear of each individual while a 40 dB SL broadband noise stimulus was presented to the left ear (De Ceulaer et al, 2001) . With the BBN present, the OAE click level was decreased in 5 dB steps until a measurable CEOAE response was observed just above the noise floor. Once the ''threshold'' for the participant's CEOAEs was obtained, the click presentation level for testing was set at 12 dB above threshold, a level shown to produce the most pronounced suppression in a normal population (De Ceulaer et al, 2001 ). The level remained constant for that participant for all subsequent recordings. Across participants, final click levels were between 60 and 77 dB peak SPL (mean 5 65.9 dB peak SPL, SD 5 5.3 dB SPL), comparable to stimulus used in previous studies of CS of CEOAEs (e.g., Ferber-Viart et al, 1995; Maison et al, 1999; Kumar and Vanaja, 2004; Muchnik et al, 2004; Sanches and Carvallo, 2006; de Boer and Thornton, 2007) . These low presentation levels ensured that the CEOAE responses reflected both nonlinear, active (cochlear amplification) and linear, passive processes in the cochlea (for review, see Pickles, 1988) . CEOAE responses were recorded via an Etymotic ER-10A microphone system. The output was fed to an analog-to-digital converter where the CEOAE waveform was digitized (with 16 bit resolution) at a sampling rate of 48,000 sample points per second. CEOAEs were analyzed in a 20 msec epoch following the onset of stimulation. The residual response contained the energy of the CEOAE between 500 and approximately 5000 Hz. Responses were summed and stored alternatively in one of two buffers (A or B). Recording was complete when the responses to 260 of the stimuli groups (four clicks) were summed in each buffer, for a total of 2080 stimulus averages (260 3 4 3 2). Incoming noise was updated dynamically during the recording. If the noise in the external auditory canal exceeded the preestablished rejection level (46.7 dB peak SPL), the recording paused and resumed once the noise level dropped back below the rejection level. If the accepted number of sweeps was below 80 percent, the CEOAE waveform was rerecorded. Once the probe was placed in the ear it was not moved until all testing was completed. During testing, potential change in probe fit was monitored by the ILO 88/92 software.
CEOAE Suppression
OAE data were collected as detailed above with the addition of constant, contralateral BBN delivered to the contralateral ear at 40 dB SL. This level is the highest level of BBN at which approximately 99 percent of the normal population does not have contralateral acoustic reflexes (De Ceulaer et al, 2001 ) and was comparable to BBN levels used in previous studies of CS of CEOAEs (e.g., Maison et al, 1999; Bar-Haim et al, 2004; Kumar and Vanaja, 2004; Muchnik et al, 2004; Sanches and Carvallo, 2006) . The BBN was generated by a Grayson-Stadler audiometer (GSI-71) and delivered through an ER3A insert earphone. Across participants, BBN levels were between 55 and 60 dB SPL (mean 5 58 dB SPL, SD 5 1.3 dB SPL).
Analysis
For each averaged CEOAE waveform (A and B), a root mean square value was calculated in volts and then converted to dB SPL. For each participant, two SPL values (one from each replication) were averaged to summarize the mean amplitude of the response for (1) CEOAEs in quiet, (2) CS of CEOAEs in a nonattending condition, (3) CS of CEOAEs while attending to the ipsilateral click stimuli, and (4) CS of CEOAEs while attending to the contralateral BBN suppressor. A single number value representing an overall suppressive effect was derived for each attention condition by subtracting the mean amplitude during one of the CS tests (#2-#4 above) from the mean amplitude of CEOAE recordings without BBN (#1 above). An additional analysis was performed using the Echomaster software program developed by Wen et al (1993) . A single number value representing a suppressive effect in the following time intervals was derived: 0-3 msec, 3-6 msec, 6-9 msec, 9-12 msec, 12-15 msec, and 15-18 msec. The number represented the CEOAE response mean without the suppressor minus the CEOAE response mean with the suppressor for a given time interval. CEOAE waveforms are frequency dispersed (high-frequency OAEs emerge at earlier latencies; lowfrequency OAEs, at later latencies), and this analysis by time interval allowed for a finer-grained examination of effects of attention as a function of frequency on CS.
Additionally, possible effects of attention on recording noise levels were examined in two ways. First, recordings from each attention condition were compared for number of ''noisy'' averages, defined as the number of sweeps that were rejected from the averaging process because they contained noise levels greater than the selected artifact rejection level (46.7 dB SPL). Second, the residual contamination by noise in the OAE response was measured in the difference waveform (A-B difference in dB SPL). The A-B difference portrays amplitude differences between the CEOAE waveform averaged to the odd stimuli (A) and the CEOAE waveform averaged to the even stimuli (B) during a given run. A small A-B difference implies that the energy in the waveform is dominated by response, which should be repeatable, rather than noise, which should be random from sweep to sweep.
RESULTS
P
er participant, means and standard deviations for CEOAE response amplitude and amount of overall CS for each of the three attention conditions are presented in Table 1 . CEOAE response amplitudes (mean 5 9.2 dB SPL, range 5 3.7-14.3 dB SPL) are consistent with previously reported CEOAE response amplitudes for young, normal-hearing adults using the nonlinear click presentation mode at similar click levels (e.g., Ferber-Viart et al, 1995) . The amount of CS in the nonattending condition (mean 5 1.39 dB SPL, range 5 0.15-3.05 dB SPL) is consistent with previously reported mean suppression levels in normal-hearing participants using similar click and BBN levels with a nonlinear (e.g. 
Effects of Attention on Overall CS of CEOAEs
A one-factor repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted on overall CS. The factor was Attention Condition (three levels: nonattending vs. attending to ipsilateral OAE-evoking click stimuli vs. attending to contralateral BBN suppressor). The ANOVA [Cohen, 1988; Miles and Gilbert, 2005] ). Least significant difference (LSD) pairwise comparisons indicated less CS with attention to the click versus nonattending (difference 5 0.4 dB, p 5 .004) and less CS with attention to BBN versus nonattending (difference 5 0.5 dB, p 5 .006) conditions. There was no difference in CS between the two attending conditions (difference 5 0.097 dB, p 5 .480).
Effects of Attention on CS of CEOAEs as a Function of Time Interval
In order to determine the effects of attention on CS as a function of the time interval of the response, a twofactor repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted on CS. Factors were Attention Condition (three levels) and Time Interval (six levels: 0-3, 3-6, 6-9, 9-12, 12-15, 15-18 msec). The interaction of interest between Time Interval and Attention Condition was not significant, suggesting that the effects of attention on CS are not frequency dependent. Consistent with the findings of the ANOVA on overall CS reported above, the main effect of Attention Condition was significant (F 2, 26 5 4.635, p 5 .019, g p 2 5 0.263, W 5 83), with a large effect size and power (Cohen, 1988; Miles and Gilbert, 2005) . As above, LSD pairwise comparisons indicated, regardless of time interval, a significant difference between no attention and attention to the click-evoking stimulus (p 5 .018) and between no attention and attention to the contralateral BBN (p 5 .029) but no significant difference between the two attending conditions. The main effect of Time Interval was also significant (F 1.7, 22.3 5 3.634, p 5 .049, g p 2 5 0.218, W 5 92), with a large effect size and power (Cohen, 1988; Miles and Gilbert, 2005) . LSD pairwise comparisons indicated significant differences in CS, regardless of attention condition, in time intervals 1 versus 6 (p 5 .013), 2 versus 6 (p 5 .013), 3 versus 5 (p 5 .038), 3 versus 6 (p 5 .043), and 4 versus 5 (p 5 .028). In all cases, there was less suppression in earlier versus later time intervals.
Effects of Attention on Recording Noise Levels
Means and standard deviations of two measures of recording noise-(1) number of sweeps rejected and (2) A-B difference for each attention condition-are displayed in Table 2 . To determine any effects of attention on recording noise levels, a one-factor repeated-measures multivariate analysis of variance was conducted on the two measures. The factor was Attention Condition (three levels). There was no main effect (F 4, 52 5 1.161, p 5 .339, g p 2 5 0.082, W 5 35), and the effect size and power were not large (Cohen, 1988; Miles and Gilbert, 2005) .
DISCUSSION
Effects of Attention on Overall CS of CEOAEs
Auditory attention reduces overall CS. Specifically, CS is greatest when not attending and is reduced by an average of 0.4-0.5 dB when attending to either the contralateral suppressor or the ipsilateral click train. There was no significant difference in the amount of CS between the two attention conditions. Results provide evidence that activation of the cortex by an auditory attention task overrides the peripheral gating reflex provided by the MOCB, resulting in a release from inhibition in the cochlea. Findings of reduced CS of CEOAEs are consistent, to a degree, with those of de Boer and Thornton (2007) . While they do not demonstrate an effect of attention when looking at CS of CEOAEs at a single click level (although the effect was nearly significant when the click was 50 dB SPL), they do report a decrease in the slope of CS of CEOAE input/ output functions when the listeners' attention was directed to tone pips randomly inserted into the ipsilateral OAE-evoking click train.
In contrast to the results above, Maison et al (1999) and Ferber-Viart et al (1995) found that attention increases CS of OAEs. However, procedural differences may explain these discrepancies. For example, Maison et al (1999) compared CS of tone-evoked OAEs (not CEOAEs) in a nonattending condition versus when listeners attended to tones embedded in the contralateral BBN (not BBN in isolation). CS was enhanced only in the parts of the OAE spectrum that matched the frequencies of the tones embedded in the contralateral suppressor. Thus, it seems possible that enhanced CS of OAEs at those frequencies was due to additional masking by the presence of the tones in the BBN. Second, Ferber-Viart et al (1995) report enhanced CS of CEOAEs when the participants were asked to simultaneously attend to visual (not auditory) stimuli versus in a nonattending condition. Thus, there may be differential effects of attention on the MOCB pathway depending on which sensory modality is involved in the attention task, auditory or visual. In support of this possibility, de Boer and Thornton (2007) report no effect of attention on CS of CEOAEs during a passive or active visual task, while there was an effect when attention was directed to the ipsilateral OAE-evoking click stimulus. This also could explain inconsistent reports of the effects of attention on amplitude of OAEs measured in quiet. Generally, when attention is directed to unrelated visual stimuli, OAE amplitudes decrease (Puel et al, 1988; Froehlich et al, 1990; Meric and Collet, 1992) , while when attention is directed to related auditory stimuli, OAE amplitudes increase (Giard et al, 1994) .
Effects of Attention on CS of CEOAEs as a Function of Time Interval
The presence of contralateral BBN has its greatest suppressive effect on the longer-latency (low-frequency) portions of the CEOAE waveform Hood et al, 1996; Maison et al, 1997; Muchnik et al, 2004) . Overall, CS of CEOAEs is relatively small (for review, see Robinette and Glattke, 2002) , and differences in CS across various conditions likely would be even smaller. Thus, it seemed that if attention condition altered CS, it would be most evident where CS was initially the most robust and that a more fine-grained temporal and spectral analysis of the data might be advantageous. In the current study, as expected, CS was greatest in the later latency intervals reflecting lowerfrequency components of the CEOAE waveform when collapsed across attention condition. However, there was no interaction between attention condition and latency interval. This suggests that computing an overall amount of CS of CEOAEs is as effective in demonstrating attention effects as is a more find-grained temporal or spectral analysis. Further, the release from inhibition at the level of the cochlea in response to activation of the cortex with attention to broadband stimuli does not appear frequency-dependent. Using stimuli with narrower spectra, Maison et al (1999) demonstrated enhanced CS of tone-evoked OAEs only at frequencies that matched the tones embedded in the contralateral BBN suppressor to which the listeners' attention was focused.
Effects of Attention on Recording Noise Measures
De Boer and Thornton (2007) report that the primary influence of attention on CS of CEOAEs was a reduction in rejection rate and noise amplitude during CS of CEOAEs with both passive visual and active auditory attention tasks as compared to a nonattending condition. Decreased recording noise measures were associated with reduced intersubject variability in amount of CS, which led to a larger effect size. From this, one might assume that the effects of attention on CS of CEOAEs actually may be due to changes in recording noise as opposed to direct effects on MOCB function. However, data from the current study suggest that attention had a significant effect (and a large effect size and power) on CS of CEOAEs but not on either recording noise measure, a finding consistent with previously reported data on the effects of attention on CEOAEs in quiet (Froehlich et al, 1990; Froehlich et al, 1993) . It seems reasonable that when attending to auditory stimuli, a listener might attempt to control physiological noise by limiting motion and controlling breathing. In the current data, these attempts may be reflected in the trend toward fewer rejected sweeps during the attention conditions. However, A-B differences reflect residual noise in the averaging CEOAE waveforms that is too low in amplitude to be discarded during the artifact rejection phase. Because the A-B differences were similar across attention conditions, one may suppose that any alterations in the strength of CS measured in the CEOAE waveforms were due not to differences in residual noise in the waveforms but to differences in attention task. The discrepancies between the data from de Boer and Thornton (2007) and the current data may be due to differences in noise amplitude measures, OAE instrumentation, preset artifact rejection levels, and/or type of attention tasks.
Neurophysiological Significance
There is physiological evidence that the SOC receives efferent stimulation from the auditory cortex directly as well as via the inferior colliculus (Spangler and Warr, 1991) . Activating efferent neurons in the MOCB hyperpolarize outer hair cells via acetylcholineinduced activation of calcium-dependent outward potassium conductances (e.g., Konishi and Kelsey, 1970; Ashmore, 1991, 1992; Erostegui et al, 1994) . This results in inhibition of outer hair cell motility, dampening micromechanical activity and basilar membrane motion (Rhode, 1984; Neely and Kim, 1986; Mountain and Cody, 1989; Geisler, 1991) . A reduction in cochlear amplification leads to a decrease in sensitivity and tuning of inner hair cells and afferent eighth nerve fibers (Wiederhold and Kiang, 1970; Warr and Guinan, 1979; Mountain, 1980; Siegel and Kim, 1982) . Contralateral suppression of OAEs is an outcome of these processes (for review, see Hood, 2002) . It is possible that a functional consequence of directing attention to relevant auditory stimuli during CS of OAEs in normal listeners may be a cortically mediated inhibition of the MOCB gating reflex, causing a reduction in the amount of acetylcholine released from MOCB efferent fibers onto the outer hair cells, resulting in a decrease in the strength of CS by 0.5 dB SPL on average. This difference may seem small, but the effect size was large, and it has been shown that minute alterations in cochlear responsiveness lead to much larger effects on subsequent responses of auditory nerve fibers (Puria et al, 1996) .
Cortical Influence on Cochlear Responses/Harkrider and Bowers
Behavioral Significance
The behavioral significance of a cortically mediated release from inhibition in the cochlea may depend on the task at hand. For example, reducing the MOCB gating reflex with attention may facilitate detection of the stimulus in the test ear in quiet because the cochlea will be more responsive. Physiologic findings that attending to the OAE-evoking stimulus increases the amplitude of OAEs measured in quiet support this possibility (Giard et al, 1994) . On the other hand, a reduction of the MOCB gating reflex (and subsequent increase in cochlear responsiveness) with attention may make it more difficult to detect a signal in noise in the test ear. For example, Kumar and Vanaja (2004) report that speech-in-noise performance was enhanced in one ear with the introduction of noise to the contralateral ear, and the amount of improvement was correlated with the strength of CS of CEOAEs (measured in a nonattending condition). Individuals with smaller amounts of CS of CEOAEs did not demonstrate as much improvement in speech-in-noise scores when contralateral noise was introduced. Based on physiologic data from , Kumar and Vanaja (2004) suggest that the introduction of the contralateral suppressor enhances speech performance in noise because it elicits the MOCB reflex, which suppresses neural adaptation to the noise in the test ear, indirectly increasing neural responsiveness to the signal.
Clinical Implications
Reduced amounts of CS (vs. normal controls) are associated with disorders of auditory processing (Muchnik et al, 2004; Sanches and Carvallo, 2006) , selective mutism (Bar-Haim et al, 2004) , and auditory neuropathy/ dys-synchrony (e.g., Berlin et al, 1993; Berlin et al, 2003; Hood et al, 2003) . Difficulty listening in noise is a common complaint of these individuals. In the past, CS in these individuals was measured using typical nonattending paradigms. Thus, reduced CS in these populations implies that the MOCB peripheral gating function is weakened even in the absence of cortical involvement. In the future, it may be of value to determine if CS would be affected further in these individuals during attention tasks when the cortex would be involved in the process.
All stimuli, equipment, and protocols used in the current study are available in most audiologic settings. If data in relevant pathological populations replicate the data reported in the current study, this efficient procedure may be a reasonable addition to a diagnostic test battery for assessing the effects of auditory attention deficits or other central auditory nervous system pathologies on cortically mediated release from inhibition in the cochlea. Moreover, responses from these populations could offer insight into the levels and extent of processing deficits with these disorders.
Future research also is warranted in a larger sample of normal controls to investigate the interactions, if any, between attention and other factors such as (1) ear of measurement, (2) order of attention conditions, (3) type and level of suppressor, and (4) type and complexity of attention tasks.
CONCLUSIONS
W hen attention is directed to either the ipsilateral, evoking stimulus or the contralateral suppressor, suppression of CEOAEs is reduced in the right ears of normal-hearing young adults. Findings suggest that the peripheral gating function of the MOCB reflex is overridden by the cortex during tasks requiring auditory attention to relevant stimuli, resulting in a top-down, cortically mediated release from inhibition at the level of the cochlea. The attention-related effects on CS are not frequency dependent or due to changes in recording noise measurements. Future studies assessing the effects of attention on CS of CEOAEs in both ears of a larger sample of normal controls and in individuals with various auditory or attentional deficits may provide valuable information about the capabilities of the cortex to affect peripheral processing in a normal and/or pathological system.
